
The Galactic Imperium: Historical Grounds for Alliance 
Between Zionist Jews, National-Socialists, Islamic 
Freedom Fighters and Asians Who Are Homogenous, 
Traditional, Nationalist or Imperialist 
Primarily here we both want the same things: a homeland for our people where we are separated from 
other races and ethnicity, practice our own religion -- I think for white people its best to choose either 
Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam or pre-Christian Nordic, Druidic or Hellenic Paganism. However I believe 
a mixture of polytheism and monotheism with legends or myths of heros via demigods born into the 
flesh, individuals possessed or gifted with genius via djinn, daemons, spirits, personified or intelligent 
forces of the Cosmos, Nature or fate/destiny/wyrde ie providence, incarnations of the supreme God 
above the pantheon which I grasp to be impersonal taking personal form such as in the myth of Krsna, 
shared connections and history between all Indo-Aryan religions -- in fact if you intuit this Magian-
Aryan is more correct form. With a figure which is rebellious, heretical and evolutionary who defied 
the Gods and gave humanity the gift of knowledge, power and evolution. Such as Prometheus or Satan 
as such. 

Here is my argument based on Ancient History. I think that the origins of white European race which 
for now I will call Indo-Aryan or due to it's heated nature as racist Hyperborean or Atlantean. That 
existed on the continent of Antarctica prior to it's freezing usually inhabitants of tropical or desert lands
are brown or dark skinned or swarthy. I intuit for this reason while maybe black I think these 
individuals were primarily swarthy. With either a yellowish or brownish tint to the skin. Not unlike the 
skin tone of Semitic or Southeast Asian peoples. And once it froze and the Ice Age hit for whatever 
reason due to the climate the skin color changed to white. And due to the harsh conditions unlike many 
other races -- except those dwelling in the Far East and desert conditions any overly harsh conditions 
with harsh temperatures with lack of water, food or other resources caused an increase of evolution. 
However, too much harshness I think distracts from things which would develop into modern science. 
Shamanism, alchemy (of Arabs here and I believe ancient Jews -- unsure), esoteric practices, forming 
tribal democratic communities which while primitive still function as miniature nations or towns, study
of the stars, curiosity about Nature, development of empathy, etc. 

Let's consider then these people were very primitive but somewhat advanced. I think originally due to 
Goddess worship and fertility cults that there was a Matriarchal society whereas Magian, Nordic and 
Hellenic societies whilst sometimes not exactly misogynistic are still patriarchy. That the original focus
was on some level while based on animism initial formations of polytheism and perhaps using forms a 
primitive understanding of the acausal and hence "sorcery" using Shamanism. Likewise by females 
perhaps younger ones who would be as the Oracle of Dephi guided by interpreters who were matured 
practitioners -- ie all intents and purposes female Shaman-Witches with a natural empathy to Nature as 
a living thing and a dislike for anything disruptive to Nature, humanity or the community/tribe as a 
whole. Women by virtue of being nurturing developed I believe empathy before man. As traditionally 
man hunted and provided all the resources for woman and then any children born. And these sorts of 
tribes whilst must have been initially like Gorilla tribes in the wild eventually evolved I believe a sort 



of polygamy. Where the top hunter-gatherers horded the resources, females and had the most children. 
Becoming as a result the leaders of their tribe. Those men born with the gift were also witch doctors or 
Shamans. Or imitators of the female seers and witches. I imagine many of these women were Sapphic 
or lone practitioners of things. Living upon the fringes of the tribe and carrying on a tradition perhaps 
from mother to daughter or granddaughter to daughter. Perhaps they were either taken by force by 
tribal soldiers after a conquest of another tribe or due to the primitive nature of man. Perhaps they were 
married with the Shaman or Priestly caste. Or perhaps they carefully selected a partner who in tradition 
was a male virgin of 21 years then sacrificing the male virgin to the Goddess of Night, War & Death -- 
perhaps seen initially as a trinity but initially a perhaps monotheistic or supreme Goddess of which 
anything else was emanations of similar to certain conceptions of Kali in contrast to the male figure 
Visnu. During the season of harvest no doubt and associated with the planet of harvest itself Saturn. 
Who ancient worshipers of whom were male would transition gender often painfully to women to 
worship. Saturn being in later times masculine into the personification of harvest, death and time. 
Cannibalizing his own children. And to many esoteric practioners and conspiracy theorists Saturn is 
seen as a rather malignant planet of chaos. And alleged by the O9A tradition to be around or contain etc
an area of space known as a stargate which the Dark Gods travel through. 

And interesting enough around those ancient times in Magian societies such as ancient Sumeria and 
such they had some similar conceptions. Except for fertility the god associated with this was Dagon 
although often associated with the ocean ie a codeword for primordial chaos ie the original acausal 
universe which was all that existed until somehow or another either via a prime mover, demiurge, 
cosmic spark, etc. the causal universe was borne. Likewise they had a Vampress Goddess who was 
Queen of the Night, succubi, demons, etc. who basically whilst Sumerian in the form 'Darkat' or 'Lilitu' 
is by that nature Magian. Hence this goddess identified later by Judeo-Christian sources as Adam's first 
wife then also some sources as the mistress or bride of Satan. Likewise with the Western tradition of 
the O9A concerning Baphomet. Most of the pantheon of the O9A are based on Hellenic, Nordic or 
Sumerian sources but primarily you should note all three of his are shared. And Vedic civilization 
whilst being yes "Aryan" was a continuation of Magian civilization. Hence, our original religious 
foundation as we know it besides the Nordic-Albion(Druidic) Matriarchal then Patriarchal but always 
very War-like fertility oriented Pagan tribal/cults comes from the original same source. And by virtue of
similar Pagan Gods later identified with equivalents to Hellenic, Roman and Vedic in most cases as 
well as pre-dating that Babylonian then Sumerian. We share a common lineage or history.

However human races evolved at some point India fell to barbarian invaders I believe or internally 
from their own sudras (or basically slave labourers -- Vedic religion had a caste system which whilst 
based on occupation and very similar to Islamic caste and the caste of Plato's Republic was also based 
on skin color ie paler skin higher the caste. This is even the case in Asia today and the Middle-East it's 
a fact fortunately or unfortunately). I believe when the Hellenic society was formed as a continuation of
the Magian Vedic society that then or somehow (perhaps prior in Ancient Egypt but I believe the 
Ancient Egyptians as suggested in their history were a different racial admixture not truly white nor 
African. However they took Nubians as slaves and then I believe there was a revolt and by the time 
Judaism evolved I suspect the original Egyptians were the original Magian race themselves ie Jewish --
mirroring what would eventually happen) we Jews and Aryans and indeed Semites: Arabs, Jews, and 
Europeans in essence were all the same original race -- a bit different but sharing perhaps a common 



origin in Tibet or other Cradles of Civilization somehow. Perhaps minutely differing but all sharing as 
what they call Indo-Aryan language and religions. I call it Magian-Hyperborean as Arabs and Jews are 
both Semites and even today many Persians have white features and blue eyes. We were originally as 
the Sanskrit word says: Jew, Arab and European: Aryan. Buddhism was born out of Hinduism and India
being a Magian-Hyperborean civilization but primarily Magian -- ie continuation of Ancient 
Babylonian but not doubt founded either by migrants who had all shared the same Hyperborean origins 
and perhaps migrated and intermixed in Tibet or around Indonesia ie the Javanese Man. Buddha was 
described as blonde hair and blue eyed and pale skinned in some sources. So was Prophet Mohammed. 
Likewise many Jews today have blue eyes, blonde hair and pale skin. It is rather improper to not 
consider them white Europeans. I believe Semites and Europeans share a common ancestor which 
migrated from Antarctica during the Ice Age formed early Asiatic society which would go on to preach 
Buddhism in Tibet and spread out in the middle east and Asia meeting in India then after the fall of the 
Vedic civilization migrating to the Mediterranean whereby they intermixed with the primitive 
barbarians of the Mediterranean who would become the ancient Greeks and ancient Romans. Somehow
perhaps due to being mixed with more Oriental features or Asiatic features (as the history of the 
European is one of much interbreeding and founding of a variety of cultures) that somehow or another 
there became a separation from those of a Semitic background and those who would go on to have a 
Hellenic background. Initially if you understood this many Jewish Pagans had very similar ideas of 
pantheism and such as other Nordic Pagans sort of intuited. And via Kabbalah the ancient Jews really 
did intuit on some level what the Arabians would via al-khemy. While not Western it gives an esoteric 
explanation of the Old Testament ie the Torah that many miss. And creates a numerologist 
mathematical approach to scripture. Kabbalah and Pythagorean sources as well as Neo-Platonism is the
three foundations of Western Esoteric tradition to most people. Add in Astrology ie initially Magian via
Sumeria, alchemy from Arabs, Tarot, and a few Ceremonial Rituals and pantheon from Christianity 
(mostly Catholicism) there it is.

Hellenic Society becoming the Roman Civilization unfairly I believe on some level self-cannibalized 
and took Jews as slaves. And via contacting many other cultures over time either via as slaves and also 
via slave owners themselves they became sufficiently mixed but yet ultimately you cannot call Jews 
non-European. Europeans and Jews share the same Hyperborean origin -- actually Europeans, and 
Semites ie Arabs and Jews -- any sort of different races out of this mix is either combinations or 
adaptations over time to the desert instead of the arctic or forest. I sort of doubt Ancient Egyptians were
Magian, Semitic or European. I see them as the peak of African society in essence. I believe a true 
Afro-Nationalist society or civilization would be a continuation of the Ancient Egyptian or Ancient 
Nubian (whom invaded and conquered Egypt I believe whilst at first being enslaved). I suspect perhaps
they were fair skinned but due to interactions with other African nations were very mixed or darker 
skinned over time or brown complexion. I honestly see no reason to doubt that Ancient Egypt and 
indeed some figures from Hellenic civilization descended from there were for all intents and purposes 
either mulatto, brown skinned, light skin or black. Not every race in my opinion was white or fair 
skinned.

Likewise I intuit prior to the fall of India and due to migration and interaction in Tibet as well as the 
religion born from Hinduism - ie Buddhism that the Magian-Hyperborean (or European-Semitic or 
Indo-Aryan) peoples influenced initially Far Eastern culture. Some evidence suggested in this with 



Celtic mummies found in China. However really just meant they had red or ginger hair and facial hair 
usually associated with those of European descent. I suggest on some level that an individual such as 
Genghis Khan was part Eastern European or Slavic mixed with Asiatic. I think via Eastern Europe 
there was a lot of overlap and mutual development in Asia. Also via this sector I believe as there is 
today a migration of some Semites. Originally believe the peoples in Asia at least Indo-China were 
black aboriginals hence over long periods of time they perhaps evolved and mixed with Europeans both
Slavic and otherwise and perhaps the mutual peoples of the Magian-Hyperborean. Unlikely but I think 
here indeed it was spread of Buddhism from the initially Magian Vedic civilization which became 
Western or the start of Western society when it continued it as the Hellenic society then Roman Empire 
which was the decadent end to Hellenistic civilization. And the interactions with the Mongolians with 
Eastern Europeans, perhaps some migrating Semites (from India perhaps or exiled or escaped Ancient 
Greece or Hellenic-based nations) and again Buddhism there was a formation of ancient China then via
some means or another the Feudal Japan (a continuation of the agricultural Buddhist warrior-monk 
society of China) which Imperial Japan was a continuation of. With similar continuation of Chinese 
society in Korea and Indo-China. Mainly here we see through history Japan or China colonizing Korea 
or Indo-China or both. And Japan even going on to some degree conquer China. Japan with it's Bushido
culture was in essence the Asian manifestation of National-Socialism and a continuation of the Mongol 
Empire of Genghis Khan in a civilized honorable, noble, and numinous warrior culture unlike 
anywhere else in the world. That is to say of all warriors to ever live even the Spartans and Vikings -- 
the Samurai were the most noble and honorable. It is indeed a shame we Europeans did not emulate 
this. Asian while perhaps not being directly founded as it were theorized in historical accounts by 
academicians but as another either colonization or offshoot of Vedic civilization with the form 
Buddhism and its similar philosophies -- sometimes mixed with historical beliefs prior to Buddhism 
arriving. Was a continuation of a Magian society ie Ancient India as was Ancient Greece. So from the 
Magian (and somehow connected via Nordic Paganism but not exactly Matriarchal Druidism as 
Magian systems more patriarchal -- these matriarchal societies are far more primitive yet advanced ie 
they are the aboriginals of Europe just like the Native Americans crossed the land bridge from Asia and
are very much the aboriginals of Asia going on to become either co-existing with Vikings even in 
Greenland here or warring with them. Mutually I think North America and surrounding nations were 
shared by both Native Americans and European/Viking migrants).

Either case historically via the Vedic civilization Asians, Semites -- Jews and Arabs, and Europeans are 
similar enough that our mixing with each other over time must have lead to the creation of modern day 
races. However, similar Europeans are to Asians we deny our similarity to Semites -- in particular Jews.
Jews are often indistinguishable except a few features from Europeans. Have a similar religion ie 
Judaism -- Christianity is based upon this religion. Both Jewish Paganism and European Patriarchal 
Paganism at least were very similar and connected and via such myths as Lilith even connected to the 
Western Goddess of Baphomet. And mutually here as well the word Satan which while is Hebrew in 
this context predates it to initial Phoenician (which I believe was sort of Hebrew and Ancient Greek 
mix? at least language wise) to mean "adversary" or an "adversarial role" or "accusation". Whilst 
Western Satanism, anti-Cosmic chaos-gnostic Satanism and LaVeyian Satanism are very different all 
three on some level do get what it was intended to be. A Nietzschean European (in LaVey's case more 
Magian not unfairly here he was Jewish so that's not unfair to him) continuation of a Darker Form of 



Paganism involving the confrontation with morality via the Jungian shadow self of the unconscious. 
Until one consciously evolves themselves to a state beyond human ie Homo Sol or Homo Galacticus. 
With I believe all three denying objective morality and the rule of law and order. Yet all three 
recognizing that all this is indeed a stage to pass to through adept ship and beyond. And that primarily 
the real Satanists of any Satanic temple are running it either for experience, wealth, pleasure, etc or for 
suprapersonal goals. Or perhaps a genuine devotional place to the prince of Darkness who I believe is 
sort of Dionysus yet also can be Apollo or Apollonian ie Lucifer. Lucifer the Roman God was 
considered the protector of Rome. And of course we also have the image of Prometheus, the serpent in 
the Garden -- based on ancient Babylonian and Sumerian myth which may indeed describe the 
primitive intrusion of the Dark Gods -- particularly Satan and perhaps Baphomet/Lilith into this Earth 
and causal universe as well the serpent in kundalini yoga, various dragons such Tiamat being 
primordial chaos everything was born from, Apep serpent of ancient Egyptians being embodiment of 
evil, Leviathan in the bible, etc. The Kabbalah being very winding and serpentine itself. Relating the 
alchemical process to make the lapis philosophicus to the plenary spheres to the Westernized version of
Kabbalah via the Tree of Wyrde relating the chakras to the serpent energy once more. The fire of the 
serpent imagery or breathe of the dragon -- both of which are primordial chaotic beings or chaos 
personified from which whose blood or devices etc are born the existing world and hence the two are 
separated. Those who study Kabbalah know that the Torah or Old Testament itself refers to God as 
plural or WE. Not as the confused Gnostics suggested -- although they did have a lot of knowledge 
primarily Platonism, Jewish esoterica, perhaps some Jewish paganism, and Christianity smashed 
together. As well as some Hermetic-ism. ie Nazareny or Christianity is Hellenic Judaism for non-Jews 
whereupon we are made to feel shame or guilt for being warriors, conquerors and not exactly keeping 
slaves but the weak was reversed as noble, beautiful, honorable, our ideal, etc. whilst whatever was 
strong was evil -- yet the secret book of Judaism - the Talmud very much is as the Koran is a warrior-
like racial religion of the blood. Koran less so in fact. Judaism just does not fit the Western tradition but
I believe the Talmud as espoused one of the greatest religions ever Judaism. And I wish someone 
European had a similar idea prior. No other race engineered a religion of the blood especially in ancient
times. Anyone who could convert to whatever religion then. Yet wisely the Talmud states if a non-Jew 
converts or is even half-Jewish by blood they can't be considered Jewish and must be either considered 
as goyim or around the same level at least. There is zero wrong with this. Jews have every right to 
believe this and practice this.

So if you look into ancient History somewhere along the lines Europeans or more aptly Hyperboreans 
and Magians ie both Arabs and Jews share some sort of common racial ancestor and somehow or 
another we had an impact via this common racial ancestor in founding either via India, Germanic, 
Celtic or Slavic nations perhaps all three China leading to the greatest perhaps warrior state of all time 
Feudal Japan. Due to enslaving I think here our own people who over time became via encountering 
different races and even perhaps via slave owners themselves they formed a tribal religion of blood 
Judaism. Which Zionism is a continuation of. And via using their intelligence (and Jews are by IQ 
statistics smarter than Asians who are smarter than White Europeans -- ie based on IQ Jews are indeed 
the superior race -- arguing on basis of sheer hypermasculinity and in women very voluptuous features 
of high fertility most other races except those mixed with Africans lack to some degree, athleticism and
music I would say Africans are superior, and arguing on basis of discoveries, conquest, building 



civilizations, etc I would say its a similar tie between the Magian or ancient Semites and ancient White 
Europeans primarily I think when put together in a form such as Hellenic Greece then that is the 
superior of all cultures but it can't be called a race for on some level I think we Europeans are different 
yet related to Ancient Greeks. I suspect they are Semitic-Med-European mix. I suspect as well Slavic 
Europeans are an admixture of Asiatic, European and Semitic. Germanic, British, and Nordic 
Europeans are all basically of the Anglo-Saxon breed or primitive Hyperboreans -- ie the aboriginals of 
Europe and in terms of war I think no other civilization conquered as much except perhaps Fuedal 
Japan, Middle East or Mongolia. Again all these civilizations are tied together. While Asia is separate 
ancient Persia, ancient India, ancient Greece, ancient Sumeria, ancient Tibet (really I suspect a meeting 
place for Eurasians in general), and ancient Albion/Norway/Germany/Etc, ancient middle-east, ancient 
Mediterranean and ancient Slavic civilizations (where perhaps all three meet) have a common ancestor,
religion, and language. That out of the prototypical man we called ourselves "Aryan" from our ancient 
shared language of Sanskrit meaning noble blood. I consider a new term for this original ancestor of 
Semites, Asians and Europeans: Homo Victoris.

And instead of warring with each other we should seek to co-operate and continue what our original 
ancestor or ancestors did -- build a new civilization. Jews must and should have a homeland, however, 
it cannot be at the expense of Arabs, Muslims or the Palestinians. Yet they are in a National-Socialist 
sense (the old-school form) justified in taking blood and soil. I suggest however to end the bloodshed if
this homeland cannot be shared to relocate to either form a Mediterranean nation ie as the slaves of 
ancient Roman wanted to reverse their role to master primarily now they could, a nation in Africa, 
perhaps as the original I believe Magian society was formed in ancient Iraq (Sumer and close to where 
ancient Babylon was), and primarily if required for relocation if Israel had to do military action so be it.
Jews need a homeland its unfair to segregate them in ghettos or anything of the nature. It's cruel. And 
we should learn to respect each other's culture and views. As we both want the same thing -- a 
homeland for our people. I just don't think its a good idea at the expense of Palestine or the Arabs. 
However, if they cannot exist anywhere else either due to no available land or such then they must do 
what they must to ensure survival.

However controlling by proxy the psychopathic state of America is totally whilst intelligent and clever 
unfair. As it is the most militarized and wealthy nation on Earth. With a Jingoistic policy that is based 
on oddly enough some sort of racism on some level yes but as they see themselves as different or better
than all other types of white people. Many are I am sure humble, modest, traditional, etc. those 
primarily exist or come from the South in my opinion. And I like Northern and Southern USA should 
be separate. Southern USA I intuit has having very rural, very traditional, whilst Christian very 
homogenized, increasingly now more tolerant -- again white supremacism should only be a stage until 
one realizes true National-Socialism is non racist and about a homeland for every race and treating each
other when we are in each other's countries respectfully and following the rule of law and order and 
traditions of another culture, very family oriented and full of very polite no other word for it but all 
American patriotic types who can't be called ready to war with any other nation except in self-defense 
or as many believe (and is sort of necessary for sovereignty) retaliation of attacks often with more 
extreme and brutal force ie Pearl Harbor was responded to with Hiroshima. They genuinely seem for 
the most part especially down South to be gentleman and lady types, love their military and country 
which I respect, respect unfortunately mostly Christian traditional values instead of Western ones but 



that's alright for now, hospitality oriented and you know really family and neighbor oriented. In my 
opinion it'd be a nationalist perhaps initially racist Christian-based polygamous armed movement 
seeking separation that would eventually lead to America ceasing to be a psychopathic predatory 
Zionist sock puppet.

Most I think Jews in the world live in America and they mostly by virtue of intelligence, hard work, 
and traditional family and tribal oriented practices taken a considerable share of national wealth via 
banking ie Rockefellers -- who are not evil because they are Jewish but because having all that money 
and power just makes people evil when they have no one to answer to because they've bought and sold 
them, entertainment media including Hollywood, most news outlets, print media, etc. Most social 
movements and Communist movements. Jews really rose to the top in America perhaps because of 
urban centers such as New York where a lot of them populate at. However, they mostly see themselves 
as Israeli or Zionist first and American last. And this is only fair it's hard to have two citizenship. 
However, if you are working for the American people or American government and are a practicing 
Jew or non-practicing and espouse Zionism there is zero wrong with that you can even hate all goy, all 
Arabs, etc. but when you have said country you are supposed to be putting American national interests 
first instead putting Israeli interests first then you are for all intents and purposes a foreign asset or 
foreign operative. If Chinese people did the same they'd be charged for treason honestly. Chinese-
Americans have two cultures yet they don't make decisions for the American public or nation for purely
Chinese interests. And when they do and it can lead to actual real world espionage or secrets leaked it's 
considered treason and espionage. It's strange besides Communist governments like the USSR in the 
past and perhaps Russia presently however not much proof, believe in some cases the Canadian 
government was tampered with by the Chinese and when they put a stop to it Justin Trudeau was called
a white nationalist yet RCMP and I believe CSIS was warning the Canadian government about this for 
years upon years, etc. No other government or individuals can get away with this besides Zionists? 
Why is that? Why are only Zionists allowed to be racist, nationalist, have their own ethnostate, war for 
it, etc? And why do we white Europeans who are non-Semites and you Semites (both Jews and Arabs) 
not recognize each other as brother?

Arabs deserve a homeland, Europeans deserve homeland and Jews deserve a homeland. We should 
establish these three nations and support each other not infiltrate and subjugate another nation. I 
understand Israel is a very small country and often is under attack quite a bit. However, consider a war 
torn country which is basically destroyed at this point: Iraq. Which was the home of the Sumerians and 
Babylonians who are historically both ancestor to Jews and Europeans to some degree. It would make 
sense either to take parcels of land in Iraq or the Mediterranean near ancient Greece. Why take 
ancestral home of the Arabs and claim it as your own? Arabs need a homeland as well. Why don't us 
three as peoples find out our historical origins and shared ancestry and then establish for one another a 
true ancestral homeland.

Without using or involving the military might of America or getting America to force any of it's puppet 
states via the UN or NATO involved. To some degree I'd feel a Jewish homeland would belong in 
Europe as well. One in the middle east, one in Eastern Europe perhaps Poland, one near Greece, one in 
Western Asia and one perhaps in Africa. As Jews have a historical history of being from many different 
lands. Scattering people about is sometimes not really a bad decision either. As I believe likewise with 



Europeans our ancestral homeland could be considered Newfoundland of Canada where the Vikings 
settled and coexisted with the Natives -- believe the Beothuk now extinct, much of maritime Canada 
for similar reasons, Iceland, Greenland, Nordic countries such as Norway, Germany, and Britain for the 
Anglo-Saxon subrace of Europeans. For Slavics Poland, Russia, Romania, Ukraine, etc ie Eastern 
Europe and the Balkans. For Mediterranean Europeans Southern France, Italy, Spain and Greece -- 
which I think Greece and Italy by virtue of history should share land or give a province/state/parcel of 
land to Jews as repayment for slavery and for a right to exist upon. 

Whilst I think there has been so much animosity between Jews and non-Jews especially Arabs and 
Germanic Europeans it really is stupid considering we all most likely share a common Indo-Aryan 
ancestor which had some role to play in founding Asian civilizations via Tibet. Eastern Europe and 
Mongolia met squarely, I suspect our role was in ancient China. As while Mongolia is said to be the 
racial origin of Asians. I suspect at least Far-East Asians and Europeans have a common ancestor 
shared in Tibet or via Indonesia. And via India in particular predating civilizations of ancient Sumeria 
and Babylon Semites and Europeans share a common ancestry.

So in my opinion this anti-Jewish stuff is BS. We may not be 100% the same but yes not based on 
religion but blood we are related to Jewish people as Europeans. And perhaps Asians are related to both
Europeans and Semites through blood. Either case our four peoples: Europeans, Jews, Arabs and 
Asians should work together to put aside our racial differences and cultures. And focus on joining our 
culture, religions and races together to work together as one to create a new numinous society free from
race and create the Galactic Imperium. Once we become an entirely new consciously evolved species 
known as Homo Sol or Homo Galacticus then we do not need to any longer identify as white, Jewish or
Asian.

Initially I do suggest we mix racially with each other. Considering especially Jewish intellect and sheer 
power via tribalism -- Jews are very often very racially aware or tribalist and close knit even if not 
religious or political -- I admire this, ingenious scientists, mathematicians, etc. Asians are very skilled 
with technology, via things like Bushido have a very honorable yet warrior-based culture, religions 
such as Buddhism and Asian holistic viewpoints are very good to have, languages such as Chinese and 
Japanese too are I believe while harder to learn better to communicate in given space travel as they are 
more symbolic languages than our latin-based alphabet -- I intuit we engineer a new language with 
hieroglyphs instead of latin characters that is number-based or numerologist like Hebrew but has 
vowels -- we could indeed incorporate Japanese, Sanskrit, Arabic, Chinese, Hebrew and Runic 
symbols. I suggest a new entire language which helps us describe the Cosmos and its mathematics 
more clearly as well as the theories of the acausal. Which in few characters much more is said and said 
in a holistic view where the Cosmos has inherent value and it is not race but species ie Homo 
Galacticus which is seen as superior to humanity which is de-evolving with Homo Hubris.

The idea of a one world government is a Communist idea, National-Socialist idea, Judaic idea, sort of 
Fuedal idea but more relating to the idea of Imperium or Empire in general which Spartans, Romans, 
Greeks and Asians all shared and united under a new religion which is both polytheistic and 
monotheistic yet blood-based as we must consider our species of Homo Galacticus a continuation of 
both the Asian-Hellenic-Western-Semitic ideal the ideal species or Ubermensch in Nietzschean terms. 
As well as new forms such as the Star Game of David Myatt, new artforms and music forms, 



incorporating Islamic mysticism, Kabbalah even though yes it misunderstands that there is no light or 
dark side there is just non being however we can understand if we wish causal and acausal side to 
things. Alchemy. Merging Astrological studies with Astronomy in a practical explorative way. Travel in
the Astral to points in space without a spaceship or spacecraft. As well as engineering new technology 
which accomplishes long distance space travel. A focus on the Cosmic whole or Cosmic being instead 
of Nature as we will leave the Earth behind. The colonization and terraforming of Mars at first moving 
on to harsher planets such as Venus. At which point after exploring in person at least all 7 spheres 
moving on to various star systems of the Sinister Tradition such as the star of Algol and Naos. 
Investigating if the star gates open as they are supposed to etc.

This is much better than killing each other and fighting pointless wars. We'd be able to have our own 
planet if we wanted eventually but that's even not needed at first because via the need to create 
children, family and continue our culture we would all have to not only consciously evolve but 
interracial mix as well. Until at which point there is no Jewish race, no Asian race, no Arabic race and 
no European race and there is nothing left of Homo Sapien. We have evolved consciously, physically, 
spiritually, and on every level to the next stage. As Nietzsche would say Ubermensch. As Myatt would 
say Homo Sol or Homo Galacticus.

I believe originally our races as well was one as I call it Homo Victoris or a shared origin which 
branched off to many different forms. And was different from the Egyptians, Aztecs, etc. And it is true 
we are the only four races right now capable of forming a Galactic Imperium. Especially if we 
combined all of our attributes and cultures into one. Where we no longer need a concept such as race as
we evolved beyond our humanity. To be a space faring intergalactic honorable-warrior-like Bushido 
tribal based group with a religion more based on the esoteric traditions of Judaism, Islam, some degree 
Hinduism but also here Hellenic paganism and even to some degree Gnosticism and Platonism. The 
practicality and structure of the Vedic and Platonic caste Philosopher King(s) advised by wise priests, 
philosophers, adepts in occult sense, wise empathetic balanced knowing Pagan females who have a 
natural awareness of the acausal, new types of scientists and engineers designing things based on the 
acausal, and military personnel especially War Veterans from Earth's past. With a practical day to day 
life philosophy based upon Nietzsche, Bushido, some of the Viking ideas and the Pagan Matriarchy in 
contrast to the historical patriarchy. However perhaps balanced as a female Oracle in a sense advised 
by a matured female in that tradition advises the male priests who advise the military officers and 
generals and who come up with several options then analyzed based on the technology available by 
scientists and engineers upon which a individual who is educated in science, religion, the esoteric, 
practical military training and is in other words a nexus of mind-body ie a man against time and a 
philosopher king, warrior-monk, emperor and benevolent dictator. Perhaps naturally they will be 
vegetarian, celibate, free from intoxicants, think primarily in impersonal terms ie what is good for not 
just my tribe but my species to advance further, survive more, conquer more, explore more, etc. If in a 
war situation they'd be willing to be the most brutal man alive and unfortunately as history shown it 
must be at the cost sometimes of doing the right honorable thing. 

They must be willing to die for their people but keep fighting until the bitter end not being taken 
prisoner but neither committing suicide as such either. Seppuku is fine as long as someone chops off 



the head and there is a ceremony based upon Pagan tradition for the headless fallen enemy. They must 
be beyond causal abstractions such as gender, race, sexuality, etc.

They must be in all sense and purposes not only beyond good and evil, beyond the abyss, beyond 
adeptship and mastery, empathetic, noble, intelligent on the verge of genius, well read, physically fit 
both strong endurance-wise, physically, have the musculature to show it, in good health, not addicted to
intoxication of any sort, empathetic, follow master morality initially but in whatever case follow the 
individual will to realize impersonal suprapersonal goals which have the scope of centuries and are to 
benefit the survival, existence, expansion and further evolution upwards of Homo Galacticus.

In a sense this new breed of man and woman is demigod, Archon, angel, Ubermensch, Buddha, etc. 
Racial features they have or do not have physically as are all numinous species they will be as beautiful
as swans and twice as vicious as needed. Perhaps brown skinned or light skinned. Perhaps with eyes 
that are Asiatic or between Asiastic and Western. With curly dark hair or Nordic blonde hair or 
potentially ginger hair. With either dark beautiful eyes or blue nordic eyes or somewhere between. Tall, 
muscular, masculine features in men with strong pronunced jaw, robust nose, curly hair most likely, 
swarthy but light skin, perhaps short hair but long beards in Islamic tradition, with clothes in between 
military uniform, Arabic dress and Samurai dress, carrying perhaps a sword on the back, firearm on the 
side, more low bodyfat where the muscles are toned and revealed whilst not necessarily being gigantic 
in size although engineering future anabolics to preserve muscle in space may achieve this. I would 
describe them to look like most modern and ancient Persian peoples perhaps with slightly more Asian 
features. And a mixture of militarized uniform and traditional Middle-Eastern and Asian dress. The 
women of course would likewise be tall, perhaps slender but volutpous yet not in a hypersexualized 
way, with dark hair, dark or light eyes, darker skin, thicker eyebrows, full lips, and Asiatic features. 
Look mostly I intuit like a beautiful Jewish or Arabic woman. And would wear dress traditional to how 
Savitri Devi dressed despite religion evolving beyond its forms it existed in. With a bindi on the 
forehead or other jewelry/tattoos/piercings. Perhaps at times wearing clothes similar to the traditional 
dresses of Asian females. With a hijab covering the head or hair.

Primarily due to the influence of Paganism men and women I suspect would evolve beyond monogamy
and when required to raise children together the female spouses, mates or partners would stay at home 
to raise children. And not see other men and primarily focus on motherhood. That is to say there is a 
concept of free love yes but childbirth would necessitate the duties of mother. And a man particularly 
one of high character, influence and wealth or resources to support them would take as many wives as 
possible and father as many children. With financial rewards given those who were highly intelligent, 
healthy and atheletically talented -- all 3. And in particular military officers and Generals would be 
expected to fight on the battlefield with their men and be gifted atheletically up and until the level of 
olympic athlete both in strength, endurance, agility, speed, and able to climb mountains, march for 
miles with loads of over 65 lbs with rifle and other things as needed very quickly at the pace of special 
forces operators, able to swim and traverse water obstacles, capable of piloting land, sea and air 
vehicles, trained on variety of weapons, empathetic to the acausal, honorable, noble, beautiful, Sinister 
and numinous, Nietzschean, disciplined, loyal, faithful, a father or expecting father, natural leader, a 
follower of master morality or one who was beyond such concepts altogether, versed in variety of 
languages, etc. In other words a scholar, philosopher, priest(monk) and warrior. Who had brain and 



braun in equal superior levels. And was a role model and inspiration as well as emotionally able to deal 
with and raise morale as needed.

Primarily they should not be recruited directly but have already seen or survived a few skirmishes or 
combat. Or had trained or lived in such a manner in the old aeon sense they'd be beyond adeptship and 
beyond mastery. Sped up no doubt in an environment which was pro evolutionary. These individuals 
would be the Sturmmann. Follow both the Viking, Spartan and Bushido way and be aware of the 
freedom fighters of Islam, National Socialism, Samurai, Vikings, etc. As well as the intelligent and 
revolutionary actions of Jewish people. Both politically and otherwise. As well as verse themselves in 
much history about Jewish people. And as well study the star game and a new Cosmic form of Kabalah.
His religion would see him practicing meditation, yoga -- particularly to open the chakras but also to 
master the joints and breathing, prayer 5 times a day to Allah or God, taking of a personal daemon, 
angel or demigod as protector to serve and to dedicate fallen enemies to the Goddess of War and Night,
with a quartz tetrahedron kept on his person via perhaps jewelery or attached to his bayonet, a knower 
of God within and without, studied and knew the flaws and strengths of Genghis Khan, Buddha, 
Alexander the Great, Friedrich Nietzsche, Savitri Devi, Adolf Hitler, Albert Einstein, David Myatt, 
Isaac Newton, Nikolai Tesla, Kurt Godel, and knowing Aeonics, Dialectic, morality, philosophy of 
Ancient Greece, the Bhagavad-gita, The Quran, the Torah, the Talmud, Mein Kampf, Das Kapital, 
Tibetan Book of the Dead, Sun and Steel, etc. 

In other words someone who knew indepth the history of the Magian, the Oriental Empires, and the 
Western as well as the works of their key figures. And practiced a numinous religion but was capable of
impersonal violence in accordance with individual will to either defend his honor, character or tribe. Or
during an impersonal but just war.

This Galatic Imperium is far beyond silliness of race and such. 
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